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Q,UOTII
You don't have to wait for a· holy feeling.

lesson the equality of women, and will hold these texts up

-Chaplin Dale Cooper, Dialogue, October 1981 .

as being definitive of the Bible.

The texts in the Bible

that, let's say, promote communism, that promote overthrow
The church tends to respond to the crisis as a social

of the government, that promote equality and individual

institution rather than a spiritual institution. It wants to

rights will tend to be elbowed out the back door by the

protect its hegemony in certain areas, and therefore it will

social rulers of the church because they are not in the best

twist the scripture to defend its social doctrine; it will find

interest.

those texts in the Bible which attack homosexuality, that

-Paul Schrader, Dialogue, September/October 1992
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COMTJJIBUTOJJI
Julia Anema refuses categori;;ation; she
prefers lower-case letters.

Yvonne Bouma is

s's"

upset a wookie, but that hasn't stopped him

with brown eyes

and hair and believes Star Wars to be the
answer to the Niet;;schean Zarathustra Myth.

Jon Den Hartigh likes to give out his phone
number.

Gary DeWitt would like to be a cartoonist,
but he's too la;;y.

Kelly Edwards is sometimes tempted to
argue that the only good painting is a sold
one.

In China, Kelley Evans was quite unnerved
by people staring at her as she used the 'squatty
potty.'

Brenna Geehan invites people of all shapes,

Tami VandenBerg agrees with Woody
Allen when he says, "My one regret in life is

from trying.

Holly Huisman has fallen into the vortex,
and she likes it there.

th.at I'm not someone else.''

Michael J. Vander Brug has completed his

Luke Keele is a political science major with

psychology major; he enjoys taking classes that

a keen interest in theology. He plans to go to

have no practical application to attaining the

grad school, and he likes to read novels, bike,

middle class 'American' dream. He loves to

and backpack.

take semesters off in order to post-pone the

Jayme Mellema says clearing cutting is bad.
Jayme says bark like a dog. Jump up and
down ..uh-oh.Jayme didn't say th.at.

Mike Shih

might have to get out a can of

whump-ass.

Amy Sitar gave up procrastination for Lem,
yesterday.

Rachel TeBrake, the engineer, has a bike,

end of trying to figure himself out.

He

recommends this to all students.

Jim Van Farowe thinks he is too busy to
even think of a good quote.

Timothy J. Veltman believes that the force
of art is in the art-not the artist.

Daniel Vos cannot, under pressure spell
the word 'sublime.'

Becky Thomas used to prim what she

Karl Voskuil never lands butter-side down.
Matthew W alhout is a professor in the

Jason Glerum lives with Jon Gemmen. He

thought others wanted to see. Now she lets

Calvin physics department. He likes knocking

asks you to please excuse anything he does or

her eyes capture a vision only she really knows.

atoms around as if they were tennis balls.

si;;es, and colors to come to her B.F.A. opening
on April 19 in the Center Art Gallery.

says.

Michael Heerema knows it's not wise to
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a camera, and a mission.

Jared Van Alystyne likes to Jungle Boogie
in a Gangster's Paradise.

On tb.e Cover: Peppermints by Holly
Huisman, oil on board, 18"xn 5/8"
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Learning and Living the Paradox
I moved slowly along the crowded streets of Guang~hou,
China.

The city has a population of over six million

responsibility make the concept of unemployment insurance
unthinkable.

Secondly, masses of people still live as

people, and it seemed to me that they were always in

subsistence farmers and earn no more than 130-140 US

motion, trying to get somewhere else. Among the swarm

dollars per year. Consequently, there is not nearly enough

of people on the sidewalk one woman caught my eye. She

revenue collected by the Chinese government to pay for

wore a stylish, short skirt-suit and leather, high- heeled

the health care of all its citi~ens. Although health care

boots; she strutted more than she walked. She carried a

was paid for communally by government regulated work

bamboo-like stalk-about an inch and a half in diameter

units until 1982, the government itself has never attempted

and a foot long-of sugar cane, a favorite sweet treat of the

to bring health care under its collective.

To a greater

locals there. She ripped off a hunk of sugar cane with her

extent the same policy holds for care of the elderly and the

teeth and chewed it noisily as her hips swayed past me.

mentally ill. Although there are some government subsidies

The juxtaposition threw me by surprise, but before I could

for those who cannot afford the fees of these institutions,

contemplate it any longer another woman drew my attention;

the vast majority do not have access to these funds; people

she wore a leather miniskirt and jacket. Her hair stood

who utili~e facilities for elderly or mental care come mostly

out in an unnatural voluminous shape.

My brain said,

((Hell's angel," but instead of a Harley she rode a twenty-

from families who have managed to amass wealth despite
the communist system.
Again, my conception of communism in China failed

year-old Schwinn.
While I was in China this past month of January, I

when I encountered the economic market in Guang~hou.

faced paradoxes I had never experienced before. Some of

Instead of the tightly regulated stores and factories and

these took the form of incongruities.

Other paradoxes

complacent, uninterested workers I expected, I saw capitalism

were more conceptual-ideas, which I had previously thought

as I had never seen it before. Guang~hou is situated in one

of as mutually exclusive, fused together in the world around

of the ((special economic ~ones" outlined by Deng Xiaoping

me. What I saw in China-east and west, sincerity and

to revitali~e the economy after the economic doldrums of

facade, communism and capitalism, all thriving together-

the Cultural Revolution. The proper term for the economic

challenged the structure in which I had categori~ed and

system in these regions is market-socialism, but as I walked

placed them.

the streets of Guang~hou my overwhelmed senses screamed

The group of students I traveled with studied social

CAPITALISM. I passed street after street of small shops

welfare institutions in China. Before I left I had a definite

crammed with goods. Fashionably dressed women stood

conception of what social welfare would be in a communist

outside the open faces of department stores, clapping their

state. It would have all the characteristics of the welfare

hands to get attention and belting out sales pitches. As I

state described in my social theory class at Calvin College:

entered one of these shops, several sales attendants

the government would supply health care and education,

immediately swarmed upon me. They picked up an article

unemployment insurance for the disenfranchised, and serve

of clothing, insisting that I try it on. I used to think used

as the employer of last resort.

car salespeople on television were aggressive, but Guang~hou

This, I found, is an entirely western view of the welfare

clothing retailers have now eclipsed them in my mind.

state; there are certain cultural norms and physical realities

What I saw around me contradicted all I have ever learned

in Chinese society that render this definition inoperable.

about communist China, and I sought to make sense of

First, Chinese beliefs in self-sufficiency and personal duty/

this tension between rhetoric and reality.
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Learning, China

Holly Huisman

photograph

I went to China with many questions, intent on answers,

that result in me. More than learning about China, I

intent on learning. I anticipated an experience completely

learned about learning itself.

different from any I had ever had. My mind held questions

forming generali:e;ations and rules, having them shattered,

Learning is a process of

about China's welfare institutions, and I wondered what it

and reforming them from what is left. Each step inevitably

would be like to experience the culture and language which

leads to the next, and the cycle continues endlessly.

had fascinated me for so long. But I returned to the States

Sometimes it is a gradual process of building and

with even more questions and few answers. Now I wonder

deconstructing one thought at a time.

how the Chinese Communist Party maintains control over

takes place in a thunderclap; the structure we have built is

Other times it

this seeming!y chaotic economy. Will the current social

suddenly removed.

welfare institutions support the new wave of problems

well we can live within a paradox, or as a paradox.

ushered in with a market economy? Since, for the most

Our survival then depends on how

As the weeks progressed during our stay I found myself

part, the West has introduced capitalism, it also seems our

adjusting to the China I experienced. The day before we

responsibility to help alleviate the new social problems. I

left, I ventured out on my own in the city. I walked with

am unsure how to embrace capitalism as it is transmogrified

confidence through the crowds which at first had

in China, and I am not sure that I want to. I feel uneasy

disconcerted me. I ignored the stares of passersby; I had

about people like the couple I met from Proctor and Gamble,

come to terms with my awkward position as a

J

who have almost a missionary :e;eal for introducing Colgate

[comparatively tall, white person in a mass of black and

into China.

brown. The people who had first struck me as incongruous

I sense that I am standing in both Chinese and American
cultures; I have experienced both.

There are aspects of

both which I respect and despise, and I see some of both
embodied in myself. And I must embrace the paradoxes

had made me aware of incongruities in myself. I felt a
sense of accomplishment; by embracing the paradox in my
surroundings I had embraced the paradox in myself.
-Kelley Evans

•
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Witness for Justice
Walt Bresette-an environmentalist, an activist for Native American rights, a journalist, an author, a Lake Superior
Chippewa from northern Wisconsin-cannot be accused of inactivity.

Bresette helped organi~e Witness for Non-

violence, a multicultural alliance in support of Chippewa Treaty rights; co-founded Anishanabe Niigii, a mining
watchdog group; is a member of the Indigenous Environmental Network; and co-wrote Walleye Warriors, a book that
documents the Chippewa struggle.

Currently, Bresette is working on a thirteen-part radio series, ((All My Relations,"

in which he describes people, places, and issues from his own life; he is also campaigning for The Seventh Generation
Amendment, which seeks constitutional protection of air and water by defining them as common property.
On March 25, Bresette will speak at Calvin as part of a lecture series organi~ed by Calvin Progressives and The
Institute for Global Education [IGEJ.

In preparation for this event, Tami VandenBerg conducted the following

interview by phone.

Dialogue: Mr. Bresette, you've been
involved in several different activist
groups, including an effon to suppon

some conflicts, and I left the campaign.

Witnesses for Non-Violence was to

But I continued to work for peace.

mitigate the violence, but the reaction

Two others and I were given an

to the court ruling and the exercise of

Chippewa treaty rights with the

award by a social group, the Wisconsin

Chippewa treaty rights on the part of

Witness for Non--Violence. What were

Community

non-Natives was so violent, that our

Center.

Former

Congressman Kastenmeier, who at the

some of your goals?

goals shifted.

Our goal became to

time was Congressman for Madison,

document the violence so we could take

was being given an award for his work

legal action. For about five years we

January of (83 when federal courts

in Congress on issues related to the

did this work.

affirmed the Chippewa treaty rights,

wars in Central America. He described

trained about

giving the Chippewa rights to the

his Witness for Peace initiatives.

the Wisconsin Civil Liberties Union,

surrounding lakes and rivers.

This

While he was talking, I reali~ed that

using the documentation which we had

ruling upset many non-natives living

even though his mission is Central

accumulated, filed a major civil rights
action.

Bresette: I was a news reporter in

Over that time we

2000

people, and in 1992

Some responded with

America and mine is northern

violence against the Chippewa. I was

Wisconsin, our missions are similar.

quickly hired by a new, multi-tribal

I told the audience at the Wisconsin

organi~ation to put together a public

Community Center, if you can't go to

in the Chippewa Treaty Rights court

information campaign which would

Central America to be a witness for

ruling were made over

explain the ruling and hopefully create

peace, come to northern Wisconsin

understanding.

because there is a growing violence here,

Is it diffiatlt in today's court system
to withhold rights from the Chippewas,
given the age of the treaties?

in the area.

We published a

Dialogue:.

Many of these treaties
150

years ago.

newsletter and held talks. I became

and we need witnesses for non-violence.

absolutely committed to the Chippewa

From here the Witnesses for Non-

and became more of an activist than a

Violence formed. A group in Madison

Bresette: No, it really isn't, because

bureaucratic character within the

took on the cause, and another group

the courts do not weigh the value of a

agency. I felt like I was moving far

formed in Milwaukee as well. In these

treaty on age, but on law. The treaties

faster than they were. We ran into

beginning stages, our goal for the

are equivalent to property deeds. So

6 D141.0GUI

the courts view treaties as deeds of

were not as stable as they wished was

much easier to blame the Indians than

property, and age is irrelevant.

All

because of ((them Indians." It's because

it was to argue against these

that matters is that the tide is

they're out spearing all the fish, and

multinational organi;;;ations.

currently clear and that all that is

they're undermining the tourism and

associated with that piece of property
has been duly registered in some
appropriate land office.

Age only

becomes relevant when it is used by
those who are opposed to native rights
as a way of gaining some kind of
emotional foothold.

But the courts

are not swayed by that.

Dialogue: Your book, tt Walleye
Warriors," descn'bes the racism and
violence that went on in Wisconsin
over the Chippewa treaty rights. Could
you talk about the role of racism in
the Wisconsin events?
Bresette: Initially, all of the physical
and verbal abuse was racially motivated.

economy, etc, etc, etc. .. Well if your

Dialogue: As you mentioned in

It seemed so on the surface.

There

life-styles is not stable, and someone

your book, the media played a role
in the Wisconsin events. How did

were bar fights, there were fights in

hands you an easy explanation for your

the school yard. I would walk into a

instability, you might buy that

restaurant and hide my long hair just

explanation.

so I would not have to deal with the
waiters.

In some places I literally

they affect public cpinion?
Bresette: I was a journalist myself,

But when you actually analy;;;e the

working in print and broadcast

instability of the economy of rural

journalism for a number of years.

All that you would

America and rural Wisconsin during

So I had the basics of a working

expect to be associated with racism was

this period, it clearly shows that the

journalist, although I had always

evident.

exercise of treaty rights were used as a

worked independently or for an

wouldn't be served.

The problem that we

alternative press. In the process of

There were bar fights, there were fights in the
schoolyard. I would walk into a restaurant and
hide my long hair just so I would not have to
deal with the waiters.

putting

together

the

public

information campaign for the tribes,
and then as a spokesperson for the
/ __Witness for Non-Violence and the
Treaty Network which grew out of
that, I, as well as my colleagues,
developed personal relationships with

ultimately came to understand and

scapegoat for other failed rural economic

a few national reporters who were

tried to put into the book was that the

policies, both federal and state. There

established in both print and

racism was a symptom of something

was a gentrification process going on, as

television.

else.

some of the big corporations were finally

I'll give you some anecdotes. First,

Racism was used as a tool by those

finding their place in the countryside.

I was on standby for the McNeil-

who were opposed to treaty rights: these

Wal-mart and Motel Six were

Lehrer show for an entire spring--I

people convinced middle-class or lower-

undermining the little ((mom and pop"

think it was in (89. The contact was

class white folks that the reason they

cafes and resorts and motels.

a field producer out of Madison. He

It was
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Mike Slim

said they wanted to do the story but

some of the reporters literally could

didn't know if they wanted to do it

not be seen with us, we met with

right now.

them privately.

I was told almost daily,

ttNot today, but soon, we'll get you
out there."

It turns out what they

I recall after a particularly bad night,
at Trout Lake, we got everyone off

They

the landing without major problems,

weren't going to run the story until

and there were quite a few arrests.

there was a body.

The next morning, before I could grab

were waiting for was a body.

That was pretty

disheartening.
Here's another story.

I became

pretty good acquaintances with the
Associated Press bureau chief out of
Madison.

One time we were going

Niijii. For those of us less informed,
what are the dangers of having the
mines near your reservations?
Bresette: There is a technical
concern and there is a legal concern.
The technical concern is that the
surface minerals have been removed

They became more informed; not Indian lovers,
but accurate reporters. But their reports were
running 1n conflict with the corporate interest of
the media owner.

out to one of the boat landings, right
in the midst of one of the worst times,
either t87 or t88. It was a madhouse

a newspaper and see how it had been

from the earth over the past century

in Wisconsin. There were trucks and

reported, this reporter called me to

and a half. Though there have been a

TV crews; I guess everyone was waiting

apologb;e.
I said, ttWhat are you apologfa;ing

they have either been relatively

for a body.

few deep-pit mines or open-pit mines,
contained, or they have been in areas

getting their before-dark photos when

for, John?"
And he said, ttWe filed an accurate

the AP bureau chief from Madison

story.

that does not cause the waste problems.

ran up to me and said, ttWalt, Walt, I

but they re-wrote it down in

have great news!" I said, nWhat Rich,

Milwaukee."

Everyone was hovering around,

I promise you Walt, we did,

in which a type of ore is produced
The current round of exploiting the
remaining minerals requires that they

what's the news?" And he said, ttWe

So, we found out there are great

can now say (timber-nigger."' I said,

field reporters out there, but the more

has a ninety million ton deposit they

ttWhat are you talking about?"

knowledgeable they become on an issue-

want to develop. The problem is that

do extremely deep-shaft mines. Exxon

At that time, tttimber-nigger" was

-whether it be gay-lesbian issues,

they want to develop it next to an

the favored racial epithet; we would

immigrant issues, or any sort of volatile

extremely wet area, near the boundary

hear it nightly on the boat landings,

social issue--the more likely they are

of one of the smaller Chippewa

you ntimber-niggers" this and you

to be removed from a story. There

reservations and at the headwaters of

tttimber-niggers" that. But the AP had

were three reporters on the story over

one of the most pristine river systems

a policy of not using the term in any

the course of time. They became more

in the upper midwest. So the technical

of their news reports. So about five

informed; not Indian-lovers, but

question is: can they produce a twenty-

years into this fight, they finally shifted

accurate reporters. But their reports

two hundred-foot deep shaft, remove

their policy, allowing the printing of

were running in conflict with the

ninety million tons of ore, and not

the actual racial epithets. Then people

corporate interest of the media owner.

disrupt the fragile hydrology of the

could actually hear the racial slurs and

So what we've come to understand is

area?

see that we were truly victims of

that the media is not a homogeneous

type of mining can disrupt massive

racism.

body; the reporters are one level, the

sulfide deposits.

editors are another, the corporate

in the region. One of them is contained

ownership is a third level.

in the Exxon mine. In order to extract

A third anecdote is about a topnotch reporter who was a stringer for
the

Milwaukee

Sentinel,

the

The answer is no. This new
There are thirteen

the ore that the miners are after-

Dialogue: You are opposed to mining
being done near the reservations, and

usually gold, silver, copper, :z;inc--they

was also a local radio news director.
We worked very closely with him and

you have also co-founded a mining

When the ore is taken out and the

established a good rapport.

watchdog group called Anishinabe

deposits disturbed, the waste rock is

Milwaukee Associated Press and who

Because

need to disturb the sulfide deposits.

FEB8U48~/lt\48CH 9

exposed to air and water and you create

developments, our environmental rights

never heard it before.

sulfuric acid.

will have been abrogated. They want

old son walked in. He stopped and

proposing, for instance at Mole Lake

to develop on land that parallels our

heard this music, this Sarni music or

at the headwaters of the Wolf River,

treaty area. Therefore, we believe we

Norwegian music. My son said, ((pow-

is the creation of the largest toxic waste

have a legitimate right to help make

wow daddy!" He heard it as traditional

dump in our region's history.

They

the decision of whether we want to

native pow-wow music. So I told the

will bring this sulfide waste rock to

sacrifice the resources for the new

blonde-haired musician at the

the surface and expose it to air and

industriafo;;ation.

So what they are

My two-year

conference this story. After we heard
his music, I said, ((We need to interview

water at the headwater of an
outstanding national fish river system,

Dialogue: In the radio series "All

him." So my producer and I went up

at a fragile wild rice lake bed on which

My Relations," you describe people,

to our room and interviewed him. I
told him the story I just told you, and

Can they produce a twenty-two hundred-foot
deep shaft, remove 90 million tons of ore, and
not disrupt the fragile hydrology of the area?

he laughed and said that when he
was a little boy his father visited the
United States.

Meanwhile I was thinking, ttNo, you're
making this up.

our small community is dependent.
And all of these kind of mines
produce acid-mine drainage.

places, and stories through your eyes.
Could you share a story with us?

The

And he had gone to

the Blackfoot Reserve in Montana.
This didn't really

happen." And his father brought some
pow-wow music back to his home in
Norway or wherever they're from.

mining companies say they have newer

Bresette: Once I was invited to an

And when his father played that music

technology and that this mine is going

for him, this traditional pow-wow

to be different. But we say, let's wait

international conference in Chicago
called ((Native Voices." A variety of

music of the Blackfeet, this man, then

until it is proven before we experiment

people of color, including native people

a little boy, said, ttYoik, Daddy." And

with the nation's water resources.

and people from other parts of the

ttYoik" is the term for their music.

My other concern with mining near
reservations is a legal concern.

globe, were presenting talks. In walks

The

a little blonde-haired guy with the most

Dialogue: One last question-have

court ruling clearly says that we, the

colorful outfit I'd ever seen-he was

you decided what you are going to

Lake Superior Chippewa, as property

just cute.

speak about when you lecrure here on

owners have say over the hunting,

He went up to the podium, and I
said to my friend, ((What the hell's

March 25?

fishing and gathering on the land.
American land-law states clearly that
if you have a property or a property

he doing here?"
And he said, ((Wait and listen."

interest, no one can take it or damage

It turns out that the blonde man

it without having your permission or

was part of what most of the world

Bresette: I'll be covering how native
rights and treaty rights are the best
environmental tools that exists for
everyone.

I also want to talk about

compensating you for the damage

calls the Laplanders, but we know them

how the economies of metro areas like

caused. But the Chippewa Treaty court

now as the Sarni. These are the

Detroit and elsewhere undermine the

ruling is so new that it has not had

traditional people who work with

rural economies in places like the

time to be fully tested in the courts as

reindeer up in Scandinavia. They carry

Upper Peninsula of Michigan. I want

far as its application to treaty rights.

with them the ancient tradition of the

to make people aware of the new kinds

We take our rights to mean that if

Sarni culture. It turns out that years

of economic issues involved. Lastly, I

we have a right to harvest fish, implicit

ago a friend gave me a tape of this

would like to explain our campaign to

in that right is the right to harvest

man's music. And then I recalled the

amend the Constitution that I and

fish we can eat, rather than fish filled

time when I was living in the Projects

other colleagues are working on. We

If the

on the reservation. While I was doing

are calling it the 7th Generation

the dishes I put in this tape.

Amendment.

with Mercury and PCB's.

mining corporations go ahead with their
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Looking at the Frames
by Julia Anema
I have a friend who wears a set of

ideological framework consists of

suffered and died in the cultural

frames. These useful inventions enable

assumptions about the importance of

conflicts.

The group of artists who

her to see the world clearly. Within

preserving the work of culture's great

worked on the project constructed the

the boundaries of her round, wire visual

geniuses, expectations for the reverent

two hundred hollow poles to simulate

windows, the edges of objects appear

attitude of viewers, for the aesthetic

traditional burial poles, which native

distinct, and she can make informed

superiority of great art, and

peoples used to inter the bones of the

judgments concerning them.

classifications of works of art into

deceased back into the earth which bore

Her

frames enable her to function well.

categories to be analyz;ed objectively.

them. Unlike the gravestones used in

My friend also has on her bedroom

In the art museum space, the

Western culture to continue the

wall a photograph of her family set

abundance of frames-physical as well

memory of the deceased on into the

behind a plain white mat, under glass,

as ideological-pacifies the visitor into

future of the living, Aboriginal people

and framed with a simple wood frame.

a sense of clarity, significance, and

built burial poles for the specific purpose

While she has doz;ens of snapshots in

timelessness, yet its calm is staged,

of decomposing into the earth.

the drawers of her desk, this is the

carefully constructed.

Memorializ;ation does not serve an

When we try

one she had professionally framed. She

to focus on the frame itself, we realiz;e

important role in their cosmology.

framed this photograph because she

just how blurred and arbitrary the

Death merely brings spirits back to

values it; her family is important to

distinctions are.

In exploring the

their origin, to the land, to (\he

her, and the photograph allows her to

complexity of these blurry frames, the

dreamtime," where they continue living

always have them close.

weaknesses of the museum are exposed.

or can resurface as new human life.

She also

Of what use could

wanted to keep it
safe

from

deterioration over
time.

F r a m

n g

techniques compose
the basic element

a memorial be to a

The Aboriginal cultural context for the burial
poles--immortality and the cyclical dreamtime--has

people who believe
in the immortality

been usurped by the European artistic context, the

of human spirits?

museum--immortal12;ation and linear time.

Memorial in the

Yet the Aboriginal
National Gallery at

in the methodology

Canberra is precise!y this-a memorial,

of the art museum. The frames in an

Like a barren, petrified forest, the

art museum display specific works of

Aboriginal Memorial has been housed

a gravestone.

art in a specific manner and according

since 1988 in the National Gallery at

decay into the land; they stand on

to specific structures. The art museum

Canberra, Australia. This installation

concrete and are maintained carefully

also utiliz;es ideological frames-

of two hundred painted, wooden poles

by the museum staff. The Aboriginal

under 1ying

and

stand as a memorial to the two

cultural context for the burial poles-

expectations which affect the

hundred years of European occupation

immortality

presentation of its art pieces.

and all the native peoples who have

dreamtime-has been usurped by

11c D14-LOGUI

assumptions

This

These poles will not

and

the

cyclical

European artistic context, the

France in 1793 when the new French

reapportionment of this void; we

museum-immortali:;;ation and linear

republican government sei:;;ed the royal

should await the fluid functions

time.

art collection and bestowed it upon

released by this disappearance."

The architecture of the museum

the French people, forming the Louvre.

immediately impresses us with its

The sovereignty of human genius, a

-Michel Foucault, from
((What is an Author?"

monumentality. Typically, museum
architecture includes one or more of

When the concept of authorship is

these traditional elements: huge white

called into question, so is the framework

blocks of stone, solid verticals and

of the museum.

The framework

hori:;;ontals, neo-classical columns,

demands that the museum serve a

grand entry-ways with a long series of

memoriali:;;ing function.

steps, imposing placement, and

Aboriginal Memorial, artworks in a

impressive si:;;e. Generally museums

museum must be maintained as if for

appear as though they have been in

eternity, keeping alive memories of past

existence for a long time and will

greatness.

continue to be there even longer. The

questioned, the monument seems

monuments we see today are the

obsolete; if the artist's originality and

offspring of the institutions which first

Like the

If this greatness is

genius is understood as irrelevant, so

began to appear in the later portion of

concept favored at the museum's

is the framework of the modern
museum.

It is from

genesis, greatly influenced its ideology.

this time of enlightened thinking, a

The impressive stone construaions built

Recent advances in technology have

time of faith in human reason, that

to house the greatest artistic

challenged this concept of artistic

the basic framing technique of the

achievements of all time frequently bear

genius--so integral to the museum's

museum began.

inscriptions across the front: Giotto,

framework.

technology, photography, has posed a

the eighteenth century.

One revolutionary

Carol Duncan, in her book,

Michelangelo, Raphael, Rubens. These

Civifo;ing Rituals: Inside Public Art

inscriptions read like epitaphs, ((Here

serious problem to the museum.

Museums, describes a shift in art

lies the art of geniuses," and proceed

Suddenly, the ability to create a

display which brought about the public

to name the figures that represent the

convincing representational fiction,

art museum as we know it.

She

superior achievement of which

which previously belonged only to the

explains that the princely collections

humanity is capable. As Carol Duncan

most skilled artists blessed with the

of imperial European countries in the

discusses, the ceiling frescoes common

appropriate amount of God-granted

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

in museums during the nineteenth

genius, became a simple matter of

preceded the institution currently

century depicted artistic geniuses.

mechanical production, accessible to

known as the art museum.

These depictions serve a framing

almost anyone.

sorts of collections consisted of

function, preserving and thus calling

discusses the effect of photography on

extravagant displays in sumptuous

to attention the high cultural value of

the art museum in his book, On the

reception rooms, created with the

the art pieces, by these artists, below.

Museum's Ruins.

These

intention of impressing the visiting

Douglas Crimp

He notes the

terminology we use when referring to

dignitaries with the wealth, power, and

((It is obviously insufficient to

photography--we say that we take not

taste of that particular ruler. During

repeat empty slogans: the author

make photographs. Photography

the late eighteenth century, throughout

has disappeared; God and man died

involves taking images and putting

Europe, the upheaval of the old power

a common death.

them

Rather, we

into

the

viewfinder.

systems ignited the revolutionary idea

should reexamine the empty space

Photographers do · not create out of

of making art available to the public

left by the author's disappearance;

nothing; their work is just a new vision

for viewing, appreciation and

we should attentively observe, along

of old things in combination.

enlightenment.

its gaps and fault lines, its new

idea, which photography makes evident,

demarcations,

also sheds light on other media.

The most dramatic

example of this overturn happened in

and

the

This
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Confined - A Self Portrait
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graphite drawing

Daniel Vos

Outside of photograpy, artists create

((Gamely, the guests tried all

the strange juxtaposition of Christian

using the tools of historical and cultural

the conventional New York

believers and Culture believers, thrown

traditions, current discourse, and

conversation openers-real estate

together because of their claims on the

physical environment-they do not work

prices, friends who have been

art exhibited. The anecdote illustrates

in a vacuum.

mugged recently, well-known

the annoyance of the Culture believers

Since the invention of photography,

people whose children have been

in being forced to sociafo;e with the

reproductive capabilities have escalated

arrested on drug charges, Brits,

((heathen" Christians.

with alarming speed. Near the main

live-in help, the dishonesty of

might justifiably ask if the Christian

entrance of most museums sits

helipad contractors, everything

believers should not be uncomfortable

everyone's favorite stop, the museum

short of the desperately trite

exhibiting their art in the Culture

gift shop. While some may come to

subjects used in the rest of the

believers' ((temple," the museum. How

the museum to see the Raphaels and

country, namely the weather and

could the art, which was made for a

Michelangelos but not the Rembrandts

from-wheel drive.

Nothing

Christian context, have the same

and Vermeers, and others to see the

worked. The were dreadful lulls

meaning when placed on white

Picassos and Van Goghs but not the

during which there was no sound

pedestals, behind plexiglass, and framed

However, one

Rubenses and Poussins, very few miss
out on the gift shop. You can stare at

Today, anyone can make or own a Michelangelo;

Monet's Waterlilies in the museum

all one has to do is pull out a camera or purchase

for a few hours, but for a few dollars

an art history book.

at the gift shop, you can bring it home
to post on your wall, set on your coffee
table, stick to your refrigerator door,

at all in that antique chur_c hyard

on the blank walls of the Met, in the

or dangle from the ignition on your

except for the pings of hotel silver

heart of the Culture believers'

key ring as you drive away. Today's

on earthenware plates echoing off

Jerusalem, New York City? What is

technologies have significantly changed

the tombstone facade of the temple.

there that distinguishes the Met's

the perception of art and the museum

((Short! y before dessert, I

Vatican exhibition and its collection of

which was formed to house it.

happened to be out in the

abstract expressionist images a few

Particularly, the concepts of originality

museum's main lobby when two

rooms away?

and artistic genius have become quite

Manhattan art dealers appeared in

Equating art and religion is not

problematic.

difficult. The museum compares easily,

reason to come to the museum to pay

their tuxedos, shaking their heads.
((One said to the other: (Who

visually as well as functionally, to a

homage to the great artists.

are these people?'

grand cathedral: monumental in scale

anyone

can

There now seems less

make

or

Today,
own

a

((But of course! It seemed not
only

have

side chapels or shrines that house

out a camera or purchase an art history

these ....these ...these ...these religious

certain religious icons or saints' relics.

types at an art event, it seemed

The veneration of an artist's work in

sacrilegious.

The culturati were

a museum mirrors the veneration of

book.
((Let me tell you about the night

outre

to

and price, organiz;ed as a long line of

Michelangelo; all one has to do is pull

being forced to rub shoulders with

saints in a church. For a Christian,

the Vatican art show opened at

heathens.

That was the way it

the image or relic of a given saint

the Metropolitan Museum of Art

hit them.

For today an-not

serves as a focus of veneration and

in New York... The culturati and

religion-is the religion of the

allows that devotee to contemplate the

the Christians were arranged at

virtues of that saint in an act of

the tables like Arapaho beads: one

educated classes ... "
-Tom Wolfe, from ((The

culturatus, one Christian, one

Worship of Arc: Notes on a New

museum space, in an act of cultural

culturatus, one Christian, one

God"

piety, focuses on the image created by

culturatus, one Christian, one
culturatus, one Christian.

devotion.

Similarly, a viewer in a

a given great artist from the past,
Tom Wolfe's wit colorfully describes

contemplating the excellent aesthetic
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experience that artist provided. The

under1ying expectation--that art should

first specimen. It is neatly mounted,

museum space seeks to induce the

be admired for aesthetic superiority--

accurately and specifically labeled by

viewer into a specifically aesthetic,

and take this into account when visiting

an expert. Specimen are painstaking!y

ritual experience

a museum.

In

categori,;ed and ordered, and if you

with the isolated

many cases, this

wish to look for a specific type of

and framed art

manner

of

specimen, diagrams are available to help

work.

understanding a

you find it. However, you are expeaed

The viewer

must contemplate

work of art can be

not to get too close to the specimen,

the work, fully

misguided, yielding

for risk of damage to these rare species.

engaging it and

invalid reactions.

If you do, an official may stop you, or

acknowledging its

With this hidden

you may activate an alarm system.

aesthetic impact.

expectation

While the previous paragraph could

This sort of devotional atmosphere

understood, the viewer can call it into

describe a well-kept laboratory housing

might lead one to believe that the

question and be more critical of the

cutting-edge research projects, it also

inclusion of devotional images, religious

artwork experience as influenced by

could describe a public art museum.

objects, and other art intended for a

the museum's presentation.

Art museums tend

religious setting is not a wholly

to

treat art as a

science, attempting to make art the

If both a Rothko

At the entrance, the official checks

objea of detached, unbiased engagement

field painting · and a limewood altar

to make sure nothing on you will

with the ultimate goal of enlightened

inappropriate act.

sculpture are images created to engage

contaminate the space. You step inside.

understanding.

the viewer in a spiritual experience

Looking around, you are overwhelmed

the outside world and enter the

and religious contemplation, why

with the whiteness of it all-white

museum space, they are expected to

should they not both inhabit the

light, white floors, white walls;

leave behind, or at least suppress as

contemplative space of the art museum 7

everything is perfectly sterili,;ed. The

much as possible, their personal biases,

The problem lies in the nature of the

climate, humidity, temperature are

goals, and background influences. The

contemplation that the museum

controlled carefully. You approach the

plain space of the wall allows nothing

When people leave

encourages. The contextual difference
might be more apparent if, instead of
moving the sculpture from the
Christian context of the church to the

I saw silence

art museum, it moved to the context

reverberating

of the Buddhist temple. The sculpture

in your body.

no longer functions as it is intended;
it is foreign and does not belong. In

I cannot see

the same way, the contextual shift to

my reflection

the museum destroys the sculpture's

in the murky

ability to function as an object of

quiet you carry

Christian devotion; the new context

with your bluing hands and lips.

reduces the object
aspects.

to

its aesthetic

Its context is now one of

Your mouth and eyessealed,

formal elements and aesthetic

mute and blind-

achievements.

echo a stillness

Awareness of the contextual changes
the museum frequently inflicts is

that is not

essential to an informed and critical

yours.

understanding of the museum.

The

viewer must understand the museum's
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for Brian De Wal11 student and friend of many
-Timothy J. Veltman
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Reflection of My Passing

mixed media[photography]

5 3/8x8'Jayme Mellema

to distract or influence the autonomous

t/he poet
see

her

work. ..
at

her

serve as frames for the image; nothing
is -allowed to intrude.

ing
threads

open

each

th ...read

and/or large pieces to allow longer,
more comfortable contemplation. An
experience with each image on its own,

decision

without the distraction of any context,

chosen
from

the

held

is the proper way to receive and learn

others

from art in an art museum. The art

up

and

Benches are

placed before particularly significant

into

meaning
the

anywhere in visual range, they only

ing
loom

stitch ...

a

image. If lines or patterns are present

valued

museum frames its art with blank

only against

them

space--intending objective analysis.

all.

Besides encouraging detached
nimble

observation, art museums also create

fing ...ers

hold

the

while

needle

piercing
with

eye

frameworks, labelling and organi~ing
art into various categories and

the
woo ...

sequences--a classification system

len

comparable to those of science. During

cord
stretch ...ing

her/self

back

forth

and

pull
in..

the nineteenth century, a new standard
for arranging art pieces developed
according to an art historical

ling

progression, rather than simply

out.

according to accepted aristocratic tastes.

In her discussion of the Louvre's

cre .. a...tion
cuts

arrangement of works in the nineteenth

she

complete
off

century, Duncan writes, ttThe ritual

her

task of the Louvre visitor was to re-

line
gathers

her

enact that history of genius, re-live its

things

progress step by step and, thus

moving
to/from
the

an ...

enlightened, know himself as a citi~en

other

now

of history's most civili~ed and advanced

it/self

rug
at

nation-state" [ 27

eye

current standard, one need not look

silent

too far. The circular arrangement on

now

the

loom

the upper level of the Chicago Art

stands

alone

Institute takes a museum visitor on a

held

touch ..es

the

natural development of styles from one

surface

room to the next. To use Darwinian

life

blood
her/own

history, each new room revealing the

out

reache ..s

senses ...
press...

pilgrimage through Western art

some

until

other

terms, an earlier style evolves into a

grit
ing

new one, and from that to another,

through

and the fittest style elements survive

skin.

-Yvonne Bouma
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To see that this

method of arrangement relates to the

level.

up

J.

throughout the generations.

The most [in]famous example of

substitutions for this law of

culture and turned it into a lasting

the art museum's categori~ation is

central presence-but a central

memorial to people of all times and

Alfred H. Barr's chart for the catalog

presence which has never been

cultures. Works in a museum can only

of an exhibition at the Museum of

itself, has always already been

be understood in the museum context,

Modern Art in New York, Cubism

exiled from itself into its own

a context based on historical and cultural

and Abstract Art.

substitute.

biases.

The chart maps

The substitute does

The museum attempts to

the numerous movements that

not substitute itself for anything

present art objectively and in an orderly

developed in the early twentieth

which has somehow existed before

fashion, but, since the ((rupture" Derrida

century and their web of influences.

it. Henceforth, it was necessary

refers to occurred, this has become

Barr places each movement on a time

to begin thinking that there was

impossible.

line, drawing arrows from earlier styles

no center, that the

later ones, illustrating multiple

center could not be

previous structure-a way to

influences. This sort of fierce analysis

thought in the form

understand art and its

of styles and influences seems to be a

of a present-being,

history, which in turn has

forced attempt to make a logical

that the center had

a previous structure... The

progression out of the chaos which

no natural site, that

museum, then, is based

invaded the art world at the beginning

it was not a fixed

only

of the twentieth century. As W J.T.

locus but a function,

structures, none of which

Mitchell writes in Picture Theory

a sort of nonlocus

is ever founded on a central

concerning this diagram, ((What Barr

in which an infinite number of

fact.

provides, most conspicuously, is a

sign-substitutions came into play."

imposes on its art pieces is a

to

narrative dimension to the perception
of modern art which synthesi~es the

-Jacques

Derrida,

The museum's structure
will always be based on a

from

on

a

series

of

The order that the museum

construction, built on thin air.

Writing and Difference

rhetoric of religious reformation with

If I were to tell my friend with

scientific ~reakthroughs' and political

The framework of the museum is

glasses how her frames limit her to

progress" [ 234]. Thus, even the most

a structure of which the ((structurality"

seeing the world through round

avant-garde, irreverent artistic practices

must be thought. The order of rooms

windows, she probably w?uld not stop

such as Dada could be appropriated

and labels for pieces must be

wearing them.

into the art laboratory, positioned on

questioned.

How easily does art fit

that even though she had her family's

the diagram, and mounted on the

into such an imposed order? What

photograph framed, it would still

museum wall just above its custom-

was the basis for such an ordering?

eventually deteriorate, she would not

made label.

When a Christian limewood sculpture

throw it away. She would be content

fits into the same sequence as a Rothko

with the way frames continue to serve

(The event I called a rupture ...

color-field painting, the categories are

presumably would have come about

clearly a simplification of these works

If I were to tell her

when the structurality of structure

into a schematic version of art in

In the same way, the museum
continues in the way it did before
Derrida's ((rupture." The museum's

had to begin to be thought, that is

history; the museum's presentation

ideological structure is as necessary to

to say, repeated, and this is why I

transforms the sculpture into· an

its continuance as the physical

said that this disruption was

aesthetic object in the same category

foundations of its buildings. Although

repetition in every sense of the

as the abstract painting, even if this

the museum's frames are constantly

word.

Henceforth, it became

may not be an appropriate or a

shifting and no specific artwork

necessary to think both the law

complete understanding of the work.

completely fits within them, it continues

which somehow governed the

When a piece of Aboriginal burial

to use these structures. The museum

desire for a center in the

art is placed inside a museum, it

can function as it is only if it ignores

constitution of structure, and the

functions differently; the museum has

the ((structurality of the structure." Like

process of signification which

taken what originally served as a

the Road-Runner-chasing Coyote on the

orders the displacements and

decaying burial vessel in Aboriginal

cartoon, ((Looney Tunes," the museum

her.
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will continue

to

run, floating in the

air, as long as it does not look down
and notice that there is no ground
underneath it.

•
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I Am Here

photograph

7 3/ 8XIO 5/8"

Brenna Geehan
Transition is a state that most people find themselves in everyday. Never knowing what tomorrow will bring can be
awesome or discomforting. The paths that we have chosen are sometimes dark and our steps unsure, but to me there
is always hope. There is always light at the end of the road...

•
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Step Unto
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photograph

8xn r/4''

Reach

photograph

8xn I/4''

Transient

photograph

8xn 3/8"

FICTION

Her
by Kar I Voskuil
I tell her how I take a shower. First

varieties and flavors of sand, not to

pithy, loathsome bitch.

I turn the water on warm and then

mention the possibilities of dirt, loam,

don't say any of that. The real story

jump in and start washing.

gravel, and soil.

is that the friend walks over during

By the

Actually, I .

intermission, and she says, hi, and then

time I finish my upper body I turn
the water hotter. When I'm done

One of her friends walks over and

washing my legs the water starts

starts talking. She blocks my view of

steaming, and as my skin gets all pink

the stage, so I say, shut up and go

I give another twist to the hot knob.

away.

The friend says, why, and I

I say, hi.
She looks interested so I try to think
of something entertaining.

I say, I

Rinsing the soap out of my hair is the

say, because you're blocking my view

had a dog once. Then I explain his

best part because the water is so hot I

of the stage. She points out that it's

name was Woof.

can barely take it anymore, and I stand

intermission. I point out that she is a

under the spout and my scalp tingles

worthless human being, and that she

I wash my dishes by hand with the

and the water plows furrows down

can't justify the air she sucks or the

blue dishrag and accidentally rinse

my face along the taut edges of my

volume she fills. I say, that's plenty

myself down the drain. That's how it

open mouth.

Little rivulets of wet

volume because you're so fat that when

happens in the dream. She asks, what

I explain to her that I keep

you go to the beach the tide comes in.

happens then. I tell her I slide a long

turning the water hotter each time I

Her head droops in shame. I explain

way because of the slime and the

She

to her that her picture in

water-past the bend in the pipe and

nods as I talk and she

my attic would scare rats,

down into the basement.

looks over my shoulder

and that her brain energy,

underground and find a hidden city

heat.

get comfortable.

I slide

at the big old clock

if converted to electricity,

made of things washed down drains.

tower in the food court.

couldn't toast bread. She

The king takes a liking to me and

Our bench is bolted

says, you're probably right.

appoints me duke. He wants me to

down in the mall near

All this talk of how fat,

stay, but aft~r I persuade him I must

the food court, and she

ugly, and stupid she is

return home he helps me back up to

reminds me of how

the bend in the pipe, and then tells

while I'm talking. Mine is barely eaten

slender, beautiful, and smart she is, so

me I'm on my own. I try to climb up

and I keep thinking she doesn't know

then I really start ripping into her. I

but keep sliding down like Sisyphus.

what I'm talking about.

say, your pathetic search for popularity

I get really ~ired but I try once more.

hides behind a facade of false

At the very top I almost fall again but

In the silver bullet diner she picks

friendship, and you use your father's

I grab hold of the blue dishrag and

some dirt from her nails, which

money to lure humble people to your

clamber out of the .c:,ink. She says, was

reminds me when I was young I ate

waters; they bite a fishhook of envy,

that the whole dream, and I say no, in

sand.

then you eat them to increase your

the dream I finish doing the dishes.

biting her fingernails. Then I say most

suckled ego before vomiting.

I tell

She never washes dishes by hand so

people don't reali:e;e the many different

her she is a self-centered, manipulative,

she thinks this kind of thing can't

finishes her hot dog

I tell her so, and she starts
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woodcut

Becky Thomas

I go by that place and see the banana

an English knight galloping around

tree, I touch the bark and resolve never

with a sword, swapping off heads.

I think about the time when I was

to underestimate fruit. I tell her she

After adventuring he'd return to his

eight and kicked out the wooden legs

should never underestimate fruit either.

castle to sleep between silk sheets; he'd

happen.

of a man on stilts. I decide not to tell
her about it.

wear his boots in bed, which would
Sometimes signs make me remember

irk his wife. She would suppress the

things. I saw a sign on the road that

rage for years. Then she'd finally go

I tell her some of the square roots I

said REDUCED SPEED 30 AHEAD

cra:e;y and poison his wine. He'd finish

know. Her eyebrows arch like little

and it reminded me of my father.

his meat without drinking and his wife

rising bananas, so I remind her that

Once when he was driving, my father

would say, don't you want some wine,

bananas can be dangerous. I was almost

saw a sign like that, so he counted

darling, and he'd say, it's funny but I

killed by a banana while running an

how many were in the car-me, ma,

don't quite feel like wine tonight, dear.

errand. Walking home from the store

sis, and him: four-

I checked behind me and saw a giant,

and then multiplied

mutant, heat-seeking banana. I heaved

four heads times

One of the serfs
would die after

1

clear my bag of bagels and sprinted

thirty miles per hour.

cleaning up the
.__________ table, which would

away; the banana glided close behind.

He figured we had to

_ _ _ _ _ arouse

down

his

I thought I had lost the amber bastion

slow

one

suspicions. After a

of doom at Westchester and Monroe,

hundred and twenty

year the repeated

but as I leaned panting against a

miles per hour. But

assassination

wooden slat fence the banana skidded

we were only going

around the corner and we were off

fifty-five miles per hour in the first

drive him from his own house.

attempts would
He

again. When I couldn't run anymore

place, so we turned around.

When

would go adventuring and die searching

I turned to face it, and my heart

we got home we called gramma and

for holy grails, and she would start

faltered at the sound of its battle

told her we couldn't make it that year.

up a used bookstore. As we continue

screech. We went eleven rounds. Just
when I thought I would buckle, the

walking down the hall, I stop talking
One of her friends passes us walking
The friend says,

for a second, pondering. Then I tell

yellow banshee tried a reverse-stem

down the hall.

plunge-slam and I saw my chance.

greetings, and we say, hi. When he

With my last strength I dove to the

passes out of hearing I ask her, what

side and the banana entombed itself

kind of person says greetings. I never

The answer is: So that it reads

two feet in the ground. Now whenever

say that. He probably wishes he was

forward in your rearview mirror. She

her maybe I'll start saying greetings
to people.

driving
Someday,
I'm just gonna hit someone
And I'm gonna laugh for a little bit
I'm gonna cry for a little bit
We're gonna exchange insurance companies for a little bit
I'm gonna drive home
And I'm gonna sit around and wonder what the hell happened for a little bit.

-Michael J VanderBrug
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can't figure out the question and she
pretends to be distraaed by the cashier,

There is salvation

who forgets the coupon for the potato.

in a stranger's smile

I'm eager to leave the supermarket-

shards of hell hide

our shopping cart squeaked and chased

in an angry eye

its tail all the way from the celery

power of word

aisle to the fro~en duck-sausage aisle.

over rank and file

Near the parsnips I had suggested we

subtle contests

become shopping-cart Kevorkians and

between passers by.

-Michael Heerema

provide it with a ratchet set, but she
told me no.

I compromised and

suggested leaving the cart on someone's
porch with a note saying, Please Love
Me I'm an Orphan. She said no again,
and I reali~ed she hadn't really

and pinch it between my teeth while

I'd never be one of those filthy jacks.

considered the alternatives.

getting dressed, crying not to drool.

They're always hanging out together

While I step into my pants I bite into

and smoking those vile cigars while

I say, if you could be any kind of

the cookie, which is a mistake because

they whisper evil plots. It's us sevens

ball, what kind of ball would you be 7

my lips can't hold it and the cookie

that have kept things in line for so

Her eyes flicker up from her cards.

flops to the ground. I finish dressing

long, and if we hadn't the kings and

She puts them on the ground, to let

and crouch to pick it up, but then a

queens would probably be fours and

her thoughts come out better, which

thought stops me. I pretend to be a

fives.

is lucky for her because I held four

microbe.

My only desire in life, my

their voice. The sixes can be relied on

kings. She says, I don't know. Then

only need: food. Someone drops a cookie

to give support to the Cause, and the

she says, maybe a beach ball. I respond,

on me, and I attain true bliss; a cookie

threes-except the three of diamonds,

not bad but not good enough. I would

is a galaxy of gold. If someone took

of course-are up for anything; the

be a ping pong ball, and I would crack

that cookie away after teaching me

sticky point is convincing the eight of

the first time someone hit me; then I

ecstasy, I would be devastated and

clubs. He's a key player. Thinking
about the revolution lessens my anger,

Someday the sevens will find

could go hang out for a long, long

probably suicidal. I stop pretending to

time with my garbage-friends in a

be a microbe and stand up to get

and as I become more reasonable I'm

landfill. There'd be Mr. Tomato Paste

breakfast.

happy that she knew I was a spade,

Can, and Mrs. Coffee Grounds. I tell

floor. Later that day I come back and

not a pouty diamond, obnoxious club,

her all this, but I don't tell her about

eat half the galaxy.

or wimpy heart.

I leave the cookie on the

Miss Plastic Wrap. Then I get excited
She

I tell her I had a dog once. Then I

She says, I love you. I say, I love

glances around and picks up her cards

explain his name was Woof. She nods,

you too but sometimes I don't

and then says, wait, you already told

understand you.

and yell, damn the recycling.
again.

me that. I say, I know.
The question is: Why is the word
ambulance spelled backwards on the

Suddenly I rea~e I don't know what

hood of ambulances 7 I think she is

playing card she is, so I ask her. She

stumped so I tell her. She says, oh,

stops dribbling the ball and says she

okay, that makes sense.

doesn't know. I say, okay, what playing
card do you think I am. After a small

In the morning I wake up and
congeal out of bed.

Sugar in the

morning tastes good; I fetch a cookie

hesitation she says, jack of spades.

I

say, are you kidding. I get angry and
leave her so I can be alone for a while.
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determine one's religious beliefs.
Moreover, despite the claims of
Christianity and other religions to be
the sole depositories of religious truth,
the moral fruits of these religions do
not appear to be different. No religion
has produced people who are more
moral than any other religion. Since

Making Sense of
Rdigious Pluralism

their moral results are the same, none
of these religions are able to make any
claims of superiority.

From his

premise, Hick goes on to define
salvation, not as the acceptance of an
orthodox belief, but as the turning from

by Luke Keele

the self to the divine, which Hick calls

John Hick, The Rainbow of Faiths:
A Christian Theology of Religions,

The Rainbow of Faiths: A Christian
Theology of Religions, Hick reprises

the ttReal."

Louisville, KY: John Knox Press

the pluralist position and answers

bring the moral results that define

[1995], 150 pp., $14-99 [paper J.

criticisms of it.

Hick's religion.

This movement of the

self towards the Real is supposed to
Since Hick sees all

Before overviewing Hick's book, one

religions as having the same moral

the ((global village" and the seemingly

should be familiar with the various

results, each is a different expression

shrinking si~e of the world. While

positions that theologians have developed

of devotion to the Real.

much of this advertfa;ing is merely

regarding Christianity and other

hoopla, it is true that the world has

religions.

changed in a fundamental way.

maintains Christianity's exclusive hold

Advertisers today make much of

The exclusivist position

Much of religion, according to Hick,
is a social construct.

People and

cultures construct the religious edifice

Technology has brought us to a point

on religious truths.

The inclusivist

which makes up orthodoxy. Despite

where few points on the earth are not

position says that other religions are

this, these edifices are, for the most

Cultural

responses to God, but Christianity is

part, valid expressions of religious

encounters have increased dramatically

the best response to God: all who are

devotion to the Real.

as technology has allowed people of

saved will be saved through Christ.

Jahweh, Jesus Christ, Vishnu, and

affected by other points.

The beliefs in

different cultures to intermingle as

The pluralist position views all religions

Allah are all different perspectives of

never before.

as valid and salvific responses to God.

manifestation of the Real. Depending

These cultural

encounters have engendered new

Hick is one of the chief

upon

questions in theology.

One can no

developers of the pluralist

different aspects and

longer ignore the various religious

position. In The Rainbow

perspectives of the Real

the

culture,

To have a Muslim or a

of Faiths, he nicely

are

Hindu for a neighbor is not a rarity.

summari~es his position

expressed; however, all

How one should understand the

and then engages in a
dialogue with ((Phil" and

the different expressions

validity of other faiths is a conundrum
that is not easily solved.

((Grace,"

the Real.

traditions.

Several

fictitious

developed

and

have the same referent in
The Real is

both a noumenon and a

different answers have been proffered

representatives of the

to explain the great variety of religious

objections of philosophy and theology

phenomenon. In its essence, the Real

practices in the world.

to the pluralist position.

is noumenal or beyond human

Theologian

John Hick has long been an advocate

The opening chapter presents several

perception, but aspects are revealed and

of pluralism, one attempt to explain

of the crucial suppositions that

expressed differently depending upon

the relationship between Christianity

undergird Hick's position. Hick argues

one's religious culture.

and the other faiths.

that location and social environment

In his book,

For the rest of the book, Hick uses
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the dialogue format previously

state which is our highest good." Hick

role of missions in a pluralist world.

mentioned. He answers the questions
posed by ((Phil" and ((Grace" to flesh

argues that there is no correspondence

Conversion away from other religions

between the Real and humans: it is

is no longer necessary; missions becomes

out the details of his position. Hick

not an imago dei relationship. Hick

an exchange of ideas. Christianity will

takes up such topics as truth claims

freely admits that he developed this

continue, but it must continue in a

about God and the definition of God

conception of the Real so as to

new ((nontraditional" form. Hick ends

or the Real.
Hick answers several so-called ((post-

encompass the wide variety of religious

his book with a rather pompous

beliefs about God.

modern" critiques of pluralism. Hick

be a necessary postulate of the Real in

prediction of the religious state of the
world in 2056. He sees a ((nice"

deftly handles these critiques, but none

order to unify the diverse conceptions

pluralist outcome.

of them attack pluralism on its religious

of God. Essentially the Real is that

In The Rainbow of Faiths, Hick is

assumptions.

able to deliver a concise statement of

Ineffability must

The ((post-modern"

which causes one to live a more moral

critiques are more social objections.

life. All religions are therefore judged

pluralism that covers most aspects of

This chapter reveals the subjectivity

by the moral results they achieve. Hick

the conflicts between Christianity and

of Hick's pluralism. As he answers a
question from ((Phil" on whether

believes that this can be judged more

other world religions. The book reads

or less intuitively.

quickly and is quite short. The dialogue

pluralism leaves each tradition intact,

Since Hick means for this to be a

section also gives a helpful division of

Hick replies that it does insofar as all

Christian theology of world religions,

claims of absolutism are excised.

he devotes significant space to how

topics, even though the exchange
between Hick, ((Phil," and ((Grace"

Absolutism in religion, for Hick, is

orthodox Christianity must be altered

seems a bit facile.

what has led to religious wars and

to fit into this pluralist schema.

intention of trying to make any

Primarily, beliefs about Christ must

wholesale refutation of pluralism or

be altered.

One might wonder why

offer any theological explanation of my

metaphysical questions are

Hick would attack Jesus

own, I think two points must be made

a part of the Real and are

since

about Hick's position.

thus

considered to be a moral

atrocities.

Moreover, claims of

absolutism have no validity, since

beyond

human

Christ

is

While I have no

Although the first chapter, in which

perception. Only the moral

exemplar.

Hick only

Hick defines religion, is not in dialogue

fruits within religions are

attacks the belief that

form and Hick does not give any

tangible, since metaphysics

Christ was a member

counter-arguments to this definition,

is both unknowable and

of the Trinity and was

the chapter may be a non sequitur

tends to lead to absolutism.

God, because this is an

that derails much of Hick's argument.

absolute metaphysical

Hick assumes de facto that religion is

Hick has already jettisoned

morality. However, is religion merely

There is no absolute
standard in pluralism other than

claim.

ethical efficacy.
Hick uses a dialogue with ((Grace"

metaphysical claims in religion.

claims that Biblical scholarship has

than that?

to define his conception of what he

proven that Jesus himself did not think

especially Christianity-is predicated on

He

ethics?

Could there be more to it
Religion historically-

calls the Real. The Real is ineffable;

of himself as God; any claims of

a set of right beliefs.

it is beyond the realm of human

divinity were additions by the later

creed is a familiar statement of what
are considered to be correct beliefs.

The Nicean

conception. As Hick defines the Real,

church. He argues that the orthodox

((It is not a thing because it transcends

conception of the Incarnation is a

These beliefs are supposed to produce

all our thing-concepts.

paradox, and Jesus' divinity has been

moral actions, but one understands that

But, on the

other hand, it is not nothing: it is

used to justify historical evil.

The

the process of sanctification is ongoing.

that reality in virtue of which, through

Incarnation then must be removed, and

People still sin after salvation, and they

our response to one or other

Jesus must be viewed as a person who

hold correct beliefs despite lapses.

manifestations as the God figures or

turned from self-centeredness to moral

These beliefs bring them to attempt

the non-personal Absolutes, we can

action in a way few can achieve.

to live a moral life. Therefore, morality

arrive at the blessed unself-centered
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Hick goes on to describe the new

is a part of Christianity but is not all

of it. Paul repeatedly makes this point

Real must be ineffable, since that is

is a statement, not just a theological

in the new testament as does Christ.

the only plausible pluralist answer to

exploration. Hick's work is one with

If morality were all there was to

the multifarious conceptions of divinity.

which it is useful to be familiar.

Christianity, then Christianity would

Religion must be about morality because

provides an accessible introduction into

be a salvation by works which has no

that is the one single thread that can

an important theological topic.

It
For

tie all the religions of the world

that reason alone it is worth reading.

Morality is not a central tenet of

together. One cannot help but think

But one should not consider it

other religions either. Much of Hindu

that Hick is working backward. His

definitive; one should look for other

salvation is centered, not around a life

pluralism precedes his religiosity and

explanations of religious diversity.

need for the grace of God.

•

of morality, but around achieving a
special state of consciousness which
reveals the true nature of the world.

It Might Have Been

Being kind to one's neighbor is not
the means to such Hindu salvation.
Hick assumes that morality is the only
part of religion that is credible because

Otherwise

it is the only part of religion that is
tangible.

But to reduce religion to

by Amy Sitar

that which is tangible denies much of
religion.

Religion itself is often

Jane Kenyon, Otherwise, St. Paul,

concerned with the opposite: it attempts

MN: Graywolf Press [1996], 230 pp.,

school. Poetry remained a passion for

to make a connection with a reality

$23-95 [cloth].
Writing prose about poetry is a little

Jane, who later won a Hopwood Award

Hick also does not address another

like trying to catch a butterfly in a

Guggenheim fellowship followed, along

pitfall of a religion of morality.

baseball glove. If you are lucky enough

with a growing interest in poets who

Morality is not always clear-cut. Ethics

to catch the butterfly, you sacrifice its

would shape her own work-Keats,

can be a subjective category, and it is

most unique characteristic: flight. The

Akhmatova [ who Jane translated],

not clear that religions will agree on

butterfly's wings grow heavy with the

Chekhov, and Bishop.

exactly what is moral.

weight of stale air. Soon, it sleeps.

brought depression and illness;

that is not tangible.

Hick never

began to write poetry in junior high

at the University of Michigan.

A

Later years

leukemia evemually overwhelmed her

clarifies what exactly religion should

Jane Kenyon's poetry cannot be

be, apart from the doctrinal statements

caught-- either by a baseball glove or a

body on April

of religion that he eschews.

critic.

was completed six days before her

Hick

Though themes of death,

22,

1995.

Otherwise

clearly believes that the morality of

depression, and doubt occupy her verse,

death. The collection includes selected

religion can be separated from

they defy finality.

Rather, Kenyon

poetry from four previous!y published

statements of doctrine; however, the

interposes these themes with ones of

books: From Room to Room [ 1978],

demarcations may not be as convenient

life, joy, and faith embodied in the

The Boat of Quiet Hours [1986], Let

as he supposes.

characters and places of her life.

A

Evening Come [ 1990], and Constance

All of Hick's work is driven by his

dog, pine needles, and tta certain slam

[1993J. T wemy new poems comprise

pluralist agenda. At several points in

of light" fuse the everyday lightness

the beginning, only one of which was

the book, one cannot help but think

of life and weight of inevitable death.

written after her illness.

that Hick was a pluralist before he

Each poem paints a concrete image

throughout her work, throughout her

was religious.

born from the tangle of the poet's

life, an awareness of death's inevitability
prevails.

Everything must be

Yet

changed in the name of a pluralist

history.

reconciliation of religion. He constructs

written by her husband, the poet

Such an awareness arises from the

a theology that reflects his pluralist

Donald Hall, outlines Jane Kenyon's

biases. The Incarnation is unacceptable;

life.

poet's ongoing fascination with life and
the acknowledgment that ((These things

therefore, it must be reformulated. The

The collection's afterword,

Born in Ann Arbor, Michigan, Jane

happen... the soul's bliss/and suffering

are bound together/ like the grasses ... "
[Twilight: After Haying"] .

that

joy.

The

Other poems speak to the poet's

poet can only feel the overwhelming

inability to cope with the heaviness of

weight of grief because somewhere, in

life. ttDepression" reveals the painful

the canyons of memory and the

inability to communicate the most

awareness of presence, she recalls the

beautiful truth:

strange lightness of nature's mysteries.

tt ...a mote.

two women would be grinding at
the mill,
that God would come out of the
clouds
when they were least expecting him,

A little world. Dusty.

Throughout her recognition of death

Dusty /The universe is dust. Who can

and experience of depression, the

bear it? /Christ comes.

The women

choose one to be with him in heaven
and leave the other there alone?"
Jane's questions testify to the

speaker is seldom alone-an tl'- but is

feed him, bathe his feet/ with tears,

dynamic nature of her faith.

accompanied by another-a we,' as in
ttThe Suitor":

bring spices, find the empty tomb, /

Kenyon, doubt is faith, faith is doubt.

burst out to tell the men, are not

It is a faith which seeks beyond the

believed.... "

rough edges of this world, yet finds

We lie back to back.

Curtains

For

In the same vein, ttThe

notes of salvation in a

like the chest of someone sleeping.

Sandy Hole" depicts the

bird's warble or a dying

Wind moves the leaves of the box

unwillingness of a group

wind.

of mourners to touch the

there and here. The last

sleeve of a grieving father

poem Jane selected for
the collection, ttNotes

lift and fall,

elder;
they show their light undersides,

Faith is both

turning all at once

at the graveside of his

like a school of fish.

infant. Kenyon laments

from the Other Side,"

Suddenly I understand that I am

the rifts that grief and

happy.
For months this feeling

peeks beyond tthere" into
ttthere":

between people. For Kenyon, grief is a

misunderstanding burrow

uI divested myself of despair

has been coming closer, stopping

re-connection into the past-a ticket to

and fear when I came here.

for short visits, like a timid suitor.

the other and the self left behind.

Now there is no more catching

Her diction reflects a preference

Often ordinary objects, such as a drop

one's own eye in the mirror,

for the vernacular. By using largely

of hard, brown gravy on the lip of a

there are no bad books, no plastic,

Anglo-Saxon language, Jane emphas~es

gravy boat, [tWhat Came to Me"]

no insurance premiums, and of

the elemental; her verse mimics our

remind us of persisting presence despite

everyday speech, creating a comfortable,

the absence. As Jane grieves for others

no illness. Contrition

conversational tone.

who have died, she grieves for her own

does not exist, nor gnashing

mortality-for the imaginative child

of teeth. No one howls as the first

censured by education.

clod of earth hits the casket.

In ttComing Home at Twilight in
Late Summer" the poet bemoans the

Her grief is

many chores that have accrued during

fresh, honest, and unapologetic.

the absence:

teaches us to confront our pain, to be

And then we noticed the pear tree,
the limbs so heavy with fruit

She

alert to sounds of solace.

course,

The poor we have no longer with
us.

Our calm hearts strike only the hour,

In other works, Jane grieves over

and God, as promised, proves

they nearly touched the ground.

the contradictions of Christian faith.

to be mercy clothed in light."

We went out to the meadow; our

She questions the harmony of John 14,

Jane finds faith in the passage of

in which Christ offers to prepare a

life into death and accepts its

place for us, and other verses which

inevitability.

steps
made black holes in the grass;

uLet Evening Come"

and we each took a pear,

admonish us to be perfect. Who will

welcomes the natural progression of

and ate, and were grateful.

prepare a place for the defect, the

life toward darkness with the abiding

Here heaviness is appreciated, eaten

broken, the damaged, and what kind

faith that ttGod does not leave us/

In ttStaying at

with hunger. We must endure, even

of place will it be 7

treasure, life's heavy moments in order

Grandma's" the poet asks,

to fully experience the exhilaration of
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ttif she loved me why did she say

comfortless, so let evening come."
Kenyon never takes the easy road
to reassurance, but walks a steady,

Haley and Joe

photograph

honest path through life's snares. Her
poetry offers a common, communal
philosophy of life-one which spits in
the face of abstraction. Natural images
pull the reader down to the essentials

Triptych

of life: spiders, poppies, and harvested
corn. We are encouraged to squat down

I.

on our haunches and peer through the
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poet's eyes at the microcosms of mystery
in our midst. Her poems, which often
to embark upon their own trains of

A week ago tomorrow
A word rang clear1y in my ears.

thought, to extend the image and

Through carols of children,

encounter a resonating personal

Bells and organ pipes,

experience. In the process, we savor

Choirs and congregations,

end with ellipses, encourage readers

the past and taste the present. Life is

Through twenty centuries of torpid stone

rich with grief and joy; all is there for

It echoed.

the taking. Jane bids us to take, eat,
for it could be ((Otherwise":

That word was the dream of God,
The voice, the flesh of a boy.

I got out of bed
on two strong legs.

Time finds apt reversals,

It might have been

Inversions of themes familiar.

otherwise. I ate

Illumined night becomes dusky day;

cereal, sweet

The unpassed cup is now passed on.

milk, ripe, flawless

Luminaries cast their shadows,

peach. It might
have been otherwise.

But vantage construes perception,

I took the dog uphill

And garbled echoes peal.

Megaphones funneling the gall-mingled tide.

to the birch wood.

A fortnight from tomorrow
A new moon heralds another advent.

All morning I did
the work I love.

The voice of a fleshly dream
At noon I lay down

Arises from the darkness at Abraham's feet.

with my mate. It might

Immolation in a graceless land

have been otherwise.

Splatters black the whitest heart.

We ate dinner together

Yet a revenant counterpart succeeds,

at a table with silver

Rallies the sundered spirit,

candlesticks. It might

And reclaims the ravaged womb.

have been otherwise.
I slept in a bed

That roulette moon hangs precarious.

in a room with paintings

With it comes war

on the walls, and

On one whose heinous trespass rivals justice.

planned another day.

For as long as a cradle rocks

But one day, I know,

In the shadow of a slouching beast,

it will be otherwise.
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Orbits decay

to

impact.

((Sense and notion, sense and notion-

The final revolutions stir a gory maelstrom,

Have

Choke the trumpets of antithesis,

Ponder once what's most familiar-

And resound the pristine cry.

Hard

to

to

keep this sense of motion.
think of something sillier.

Now welcome, please, come in, walk through,
And talk of Maya Angelou."

II.
Once we believed
Heaven revolved around Earth
Stars were totally other
Nature's course was determined
Only the catastrophe mattered

Life was otherwise static
Our science explained everything.

In this din of human voices,
Novelty drowns out commonness.
The flow of years is muddled
While each one finds an easter.
I cannot swim here,
For all the salt that's in the sea.
And I cannot eat here,
For all the salt is in the sea.
Dark nights bring vivid dreams,

m.
Pentecost

That I'm swimming again with friends at the river,
Where the currents we brave are warm.
And as we partake of a riverbank banquet,
The waters beside us begin

to

boil!

I moved from a town of make believe

The roar and the splash silence our voices.

To a land of just pretend.
But pretending became so difficult1

For a spirit has stirred the waters.

I went to make believe again.

Pentecost by the grand, babbling rapids.

It is Pentecost by the rapids.

-Matthew Walhout
In the town of my childhood we swam
In a river so fast and deep and cold

These poems are dedicated to my father1 professor

That when we came out we ate and drank plenty

Clarence Walhout1 who will retire this spring after twenty

Before going back

-eight years in the Calvin College English Department.

to

play.

That's all we did, every day, in our small townSwim, eat and drink, and play with our friends.
But here near the ocean there is knowledge and wit,
Politics, dialogue, and worldly advice:
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Haiku
Bon Jovi says...

The Angst of the Pitcher Plant

I'll be there for you.

Am I vegetable?

These five words I swear to you.

It's not easy being green
and a carnivore.

[You shouldn't swear, Jon.]

Rejection
My Valentine gift
To you, and you don't want it?
Eat the &@#% cookie!

Season identity crisis
Cold, grey, icy snow
This sickness never ceases
Michigan in spring.

Ode to Mold

Change of Season

Cheese and apple death

Snow rotting outside.

Bring to life, fm;~ friendlies for

Killing smiles, stealing our joy

sick ones. Happy day!

Spring waits, planning coup.

Preposition
Help me. I'm stuck here.
Please pollute my gene pool, quick!
See, I have a pearL

•••ifragilistic expeealah docious
Super Califrag
ilisticexpeealah
docious! Super Cal...

Lunchtime

Board
Trees must be soooo bored
Standing, leaning, can't sit down
My condolences

You're wearing your lunch
like its throw-up or vomit
[but it's just salsa].

Haiku

Question
Intellectual
Anti-intellectual

Read me I'm a poem
I know I do not rhyme much

Who gives a #@6t!?

But I'm still okay.

-:Julia Anema, Jared Van Alstyne, Jayme Mellema, Sarah
Byker, Sarah Vos
•
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